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Abstract: Collaborative operations of multiple AUVs have been becoming increasingly popular
and efficient in underwater tasks of marine applications. Autonomous navigation capability and
cooperative control stability of multiple AUVs are crucial and challenging issues in underwater
environments. To address the collaborative problem of path planning for multiple AUVs, this paper
proposes an adaptive multi-population particle swarm optimization (AMP-PSO). In AMP-PSO, we
design a grouping strategy of multi-population and an exchanging mechanism of particles between
groups. We separate particles into one leader population and various follower populations according
to their fitness. Firstly, in the grouping strategy, particles within the leader population are updated
by both the leader population and follower populations so as to keep global optimization, while
particles within the follower population are updated by their own group so as to keep local priority.
Secondly, in the exchanging mechanism, particles are exchanged between the leader population and
follower populations so as to improve multi-population diversity. To accommodate multi-population
characteristics, an adaptive parameter configuration is also included to enhance the global search
capability, convergence speed, and complex environment adaptability of AMP-PSO. In numerical
experiments, we simulate various scenarios of collaborative path planning of multiple AUVs in
an underwater environment. The simulation results convincingly demonstrate that AMP-PSO can
obtain feasible and optimal path solutions compared to classic PSO and other improved PSO, which
enable multiple AUVs to effectively achieve objectives under the conditions of collision avoidance
and navigation constraint.

Keywords: collaborative path planning; multiple AUVs; particle swarm optimization; adaptive
multi-population

1. Introduction

In recent years, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) have been becoming increas-
ingly popular in wide range of marine applications [1,2]. With widespread applications
across civilian, military, and commercial sectors, AUVs are playing a crucial role in various
domains such as underwater exploration and maritime surveillance [3,4]. The increasing
enhancements of AUV performance, functionalities, and intelligence significantly extend
the operational capabilities of surface and underwater tasks [5,6]. However, single AUVs
still have the obvious limitations of energy supply and payload capacity during complex
tasks [7,8]. Collaboration of multiple AUVs has become a significant research direction to
address these limitations [9,10].

Within collaborative systems of multiple AUVs, collaborative path planning emerges
as a highly significant issue to guide a group of AUVs to reach designated target locations
along collision-free paths of coordinated collaboration among the AUVs [11]. Collabora-
tive operations of multiple AUVs not only need to consider the shortest path, minimum
time cost, and energy consumption of individual AUV, but also involve multi-objective
optimization of multiple AUVs considering internal collision avoidance and external risk
control [12,13]. Collaborative path planning of multiple AUVs is challenging due to the
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dynamic environments and complex tasks, which require coordinating the movements of
AUVs to avoid collisions and simultaneously optimize overall task [14].

To consider both local avoidance and global optimization, Zeng et al. [15] and
Youakim et al. [16] conducted comparisons and categorizations of various path-planning
methods, such as artificial potential field (APF) methods, sampling-based methods, and
search-based methods. The multi-point potential field method (MPPF), as a variant of APF,
shares the efficient and rapid characteristics of APF, but it is susceptible to convergent local
optimization [17]. Rapidly-exploring random trees (RRTs), as a classic sampling-based
method, has an impact on the effectiveness of cost reduction and performance optimization
in high-dimensional and time-constrained path-planning scenarios [18]. Genetic algorithm
(GA), as a classic search-based method, is capable of generating optimal and robust paths
via a heuristic approach [19]. However, there is the limitation of computational efficiency
when GA deals with complex problems. Hermand et al. [20] employed an explicit reference
governor (ERG) framework to control drones within a geo-fenced area, ensuring accurate
control within a limited range and improving safety. However, the performance may be
affected in highly dynamic or chaotic environments. Ru et al. [21] used an approach that
included an O-AUV sensing model. This model allowed the AUV to sense omnidirectional
areas, which significantly enhanced underwater information acquisition. They also made
improvements to the NSGA-II algorithm to develop a trajectory optimization strategy
for the accelerated optimization and identification of Pareto optimal solutions. However,
the complexity of the omnidirectional sensing model may pose computational challenges.
Liu et al. [22] employed model predictive control (MPC) to address intricate path planning
issues in dynamic environments. The approach considered vehicle dynamics constraints
and the presence of other vehicles. However, the approach might be computationally
intensive due to the nonlinear and non-convex nature of the MPC problems. Evolutionary
algorithms still demonstrate remarkable performance in addressing path optimality is-
sues, especially when high-dimensional, complex problems are considered [23,24]. Among
existing evolutionary algorithms, Zeng et al. [15] highlighted that particle swarm opti-
mization (PSO) exhibits notable robustness and efficiency in addressing high-dimensional
path planning problems. The related works studying modification PSO are summarized in
Table 1. Panda et al. [25] compared various algorithms’ AUV path optimization strategies
based on PSO to clarify their advantages and limitations. The practical application of path
optimization algorithms based on PSO strongly relies on appropriate cost functions and
different types of constraints. To ensure path smoothness, feasibility, and collision avoid-
ance for AUVs, it is essential to integrate multiple conflicting criteria to achieve optimal
control decisions [26]. These criteria involve the following objectives: (i) Avoid collisions
by maintaining a safe distance from obstacles; (ii) ensure the path has an adequate number
of control points to generate a complete trajectory; and (iii) satisfy AUV minimum turning
radius and pitch control limitations.

Table 1. Previous studies of modification PSO.

Reference Algorithm Vantage Limitation

[17] APF Efficient and rapid Susceptible to local convergence optimization

[18] RRT Reduce costs and
optimize performance High computational cost

[19] GA Robustness Computational inefficiency

[20] ERG Precision and safety Complexity in implementation

[21] R-Dijkstra, ANSGA Precision and efficiency High volume of computation

[22] MPC Flexibility and precision Complexity in implementation and high volume
of computation

[15] PSO High-dimensional issues
and efficiency Susceptible to local convergence optimization
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In this study, we introduce the adaptive multi-population particle swarm optimization
(AMP-PSO) algorithm, a novel approach in the field of autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) path planning. AMP-PSO employs an innovative grouping strategy and a dynamic
exchanging mechanism of particles which are not found in traditional PSO algorithms. The
novel combination of proposed AMP-PSO can enhance global search capability, acceler-
ate convergence speed, and improve solution adaptability, particularly in complex and
dynamic underwater environments. AMP-PSO overcomes specific limitations which are
inherent in existing methods, such as susceptibility to local optimization and difficulty in
navigating intricate terrains. AMP-PSO represents a significant advancement in efficient
and effective AUV path planning. These advancements directly address the research gaps
identified earlier, offering a robust solution to the challenges in current AUV path plan-
ning methodologies. Through comparative analysis in simulation experiments, this paper
successfully verifies that AMP-PSO achieves the best performance than classic PSO and
other improved PSO methods in terms of solving collaborative path planning problem
with multiple AUVs. AMP-PSO not only has a relatively low computational cost, but
also provides high-quality path-planning solutions. The main contributions of this study
are as follows. (i) AMP-PSO includes a distributed strategy of multi-population for the
collaborative path planning of multiple AUVs. In AMP-PSO, the leader population can
learn from follower populations to improve the search ability in global optimization, while
follower populations learn only by themselves to keep local solution exploring as a priority.
(ii) AMP-PSO adopts an adaptive configuration of parameter updating to enhance the
benefits of multi-population so that adaptive updating rules can increase diversity in the
leader population and accelerate convergence in follower populations.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized into four sections. Section 2 provides
a detailed description and constraint analysis of collaborative issues concerning multiple
AUVs. Section 3 introduces the methodology of AMP-PSO and its application of collabora-
tive path planning for multiple AUVs. Section 4 presents the numerical experiments and
simulation results. Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary.

2. Environmental Setting and Experimental Preparation
2.1. Obstacle Setting of Underwater Environment

The underwater environment is crucial to AUV path planning. The navigation path of
multiple AUVs is primarily affected by underwater obstacles in the ocean [27]. Therefore,
according to impacts on AUVs, we can separate obstacles into two categories: (i) hard
obstacles and (ii) soft obstacles. Hard obstacles are mostly artificial objects such as barriers
and obstructions submerged under the ocean. AUVs must absolutely avoid these in order
to maintain the integrity and reliability of their paths. Soft obstacles are mostly natural
organisms such as sestons and particulates floating in the ocean. It is essential to minimize
the influence of such obstacles so as to reduce the impact of AUV navigation.

In three-dimensional environments, spherical models are widely used to construct
obstacle models. Especially for irregular physical obstacles, they are often abstractly
represented as specific spherical shapes. To retain the safety of path planning, these
spheres are typically subjected to an inflation operation. Due to the fact that most obstacles
have diversely irregular shapes in the actual environment, it is required to simplify them
into sphere models and apply them to a path-planning algorithm. The inflation scale
is often measured using a value of d. The specific value of d is adjusted based on the
dimensions of AUV to ensure safe passage while minimizing the probability of collision
between the AUV and the obstacle. A schematic illustration of the obstacle setting is
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Modeling of obstacle. (a) Obstacle spherification; (b) sphere inflation. 
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Figure 1. Modeling of obstacle. (a) Obstacle spherification; (b) sphere inflation.

2.2. Experimental Preparation of Collaboration of Multiple AUVs
2.2.1. Setting of Multiple AUVs

Set A = {Ai, i = 1, 2, · · · , n} represents the number of AUVs which perform n tasks,
where notation Ai represents the i-th AUV. For individual Ai, the path from the starting
point to the target point consists of a sequence of navigation waypoints. All waypoints
between the starting point and the target point are connected, and then form the trajectory of
the AUV. Here, set T =

{
Tij, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, j = 1, 2, · · · , m

}
represents preset navigation

waypoints between the starting and ending points of all AUVs, and Tij represents the j-th
waypoint of Ai. Here, each waypoint contains three-dimensional coordinates

(
xij, yij, zij

)
.

2.2.2. Constraint of Multiple AUVs

The path length of the sailing distance l(Ai) between AUVs needs to be assigned
according to the speed range of [vmin, vmax]. According to spatial and temporal cooperative
constraints, multiple AUVs’ cooperative constraints includes two aspects [28].

(1) Spatial collaborative constraints

The spatial cooperative constraint guarantees collision avoidance between AUVs and
ensures that the distance between AUVs is not less than the minimum safety distance.

d
(

Ai, Aj
)
≥ dmin (1)

In Equation (1), d
(

Ai, Aj
)

represents the distance between Ai and Aj and dmin repre-
sents the minimum safety distance among all AUVs.

(2) Temporal collaborative constraints

Temporal collaborative constraints ensure the synchronization of time for multiple
AUVs to reach their ending points during a predefined time. We suppose a predefined time
ti for the AUV to reach its ending point. The range [tmin, tmax] for Ai can be obtained using
Equation (2).

tmin =
l(Ai)

vmax
, tmax =

l(Ai)

vmin
(2)

where l(Ai) represents the path length of Ai.
Ai is able to complete the task within the specified time ti ∈ [tmin, tmax]. Otherwise, the

task cannot be completed on time, and the time cost needs to be considered in the fitness
of the solutions [29]. The specific approach used for the calculation will be introduced in
Section 3.2.
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3. Methodological Design of AMP-PSO
3.1. Encoding of Particles and Population

In cooperative path planning for multiple AUVs, an encoding chromosome is defined
to represent single AUV trajectories. The size of each chromosome is determined by the
number of predefined waypoints of the path length. For a single AUV Ai, gis represents
the starting point of the path, gie represents the end point of the path, and gij represents the
j-th internal waypoint of AUV Ai. Each gene not only contains coordinates of waypoint
T = {x, y, z}, but also includes the status information δ, which represents the information
on the speed and direction of the AUV at the waypoint as shown in Equation (3)

gij =
(
Tij, δij

)
=

(
xij, yij, zij, δij

)
(3)

In multi-AUV collaborative path planning, notations gis and gie denote the starting
and ending points, and gij denotes the inner waypoint. The gene segment of chromosome
Ci contains coordinate information and status information, as shown in Figure 2.
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Based on the encoding chromosomes, each particle consists of multiple chromosomes,
and each chromosome denotes individual AUV trajectories, as shown in Figure 3.
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The diversity of the PSO population is one of the most crucial keys to prevent conver-
gence in local optimization, which depends on the distribution of each particle in solution
space. The uniform distribution function U is used to generate random positions of initial
particles. By adjusting the range and quantity of random generation, the particles can be
effectively prevented from being clustered so as to enhance the diversity of the initial popu-
lation. The random uniform distribution function U is used to generate particle swarms
such as gij ∼ U(xr, yr, zr, δr), and population P is denoted in Equation (4).

P = {p1, p2, . . . , pk} (4)

where pk is the particle as (C1, C2, . . . , Cn)
T of Figure 2, and Ci is denoted in Figure 1.

3.2. Design of Follower and Leader Populations in AMP-PSO
3.2.1. Initialization of Follower Populations

According to Equation (3), a group of follower populations
(

PF
1 , PF

2 , . . . , PF
n
)

are ran-
domly generated, where PF

i denotes the follower population and n denotes the total number
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of follower populations. As shown in Figure 4, the individual populations are quite differ-
ent from each other so as to keep population diversity.
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3.2.2. Initialization and Updating of Leader Population

To achieve a better global solution under multi-objective conditions, we adopted a
distributed strategy to retain and replace the best particles. We performed a selection
process with the follower populations to identify particles with the best solutions and
highest fitness.

(1) As shown in Figure 5a, the best particles of each population were immigrated into a
new population, which was considered as the leader population.

(2) As shown in Figure 5b, the immigrated particles and original particles were all
updated in the leader population (the updating rules are introduced in Section 3.3.1).

(3) As shown in Figure 5c, the immigrated particles returned to their own follower
populations and replaced the worst one.
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On the other hand, according to the process of Figure 5b, we achieved a renewal of
the leader population, which allowed it to immigrate particles with higher fitness from
the follower population. This distributed strategy ensured that excellent solutions could
further the optimize leader population and provide a global solution. Furthermore, these
immigrated particles from the optimized leader population were returned to different
follower populations, promoting the fusion of global optimization and local priority. This
strategy provides an effective approach for cooperative path planning and allows multiple
AUVs to improve collaborative effects across multiple tasks.
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3.3. Design of Updating Rules in AMP-PSO
3.3.1. Particle Updating in AMP-PSO

In classic PSO, each particle can be considered as a search individual in an n-dimensional
space, where the current position of a particle represents a potential solution to the opti-
mization problem. The particle’s velocity can be dynamically adjusted based on its own
historical best position and the historical best position of the population. Particle updating
possesses two attributes of the velocity vector vi =

[
vi1, vi2, · · · , vij, · · · vin

]
and position

vector xi =
[
xi1, xi2, · · · , xij, · · · xin

]
, where vij and xij represent the velocity and position

of the i-th particle at the j-th dimension, and n represents the total dimensions of solu-
tion chromosome. Particles search for the global optimal solution based on cost function,
which is transformed into a penalty function to convert multi-constraint problems into
unconstrained ones [30]. In each follower population, particles independently undergo
adaptation based on their respective evolutionary strategies. In the k iteration of follower
population, particles update their velocity vector vi(k + 1) and position vector xi(k + 1)
using Equation (5).{

vi(k + 1) = ωvi(k) + c1r1(opbest(k)− xi(k)) + c2r2(ogbest(k)− xi(k))
xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + vi(k + 1)

(5)

where ω is the inertia weight factor, c1 and c2 are acceleration factors, and r1 and r2 are
uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1. opbest(k) represents the historically
optimal particle of generation k, and ogbest(k) represents the globally optimal particle of
generation k.

For the leader population, the particles not only optimize themselves based on their
individual evolutionary particles, but also use the evolutionary particles of the follower
populations to further improve their own performance. Therefore, the velocity and position
are updated by Equation (6) as follows.

vi(k + 1) = ωvi(k) + c1r1(opbest(k)− xi(k)) + c2r2(ogbest(k)− xi(k))+
c3r3(o f _gbest(k)− xi(k))

xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + vi(k + 1)
(6)

In Equation (5), o f _gbest represents the globally optimal particle in the follower popula-
tion. c3 stands for the acceleration factor, and r3 is a uniformly distributed random number
between 0 and 1. In the first formula of Equation (5), the first term of the summation
represents the inertia (the particle keeps moving in the direction in which it had previously
moved), the second term represents memory (the particle is attracted to the best point in
its trajectory), the third term represents cooperation (the particle is attracted to the best
point found by all particles of the leader population), and the last represents information
exchange (the particle is attracted to the best point found by the follower populations).

3.3.2. Adaptive Parameters of AMP-PSO

In follower populations, the value of the inertia weight ω gradually decreases with the
increase in iteration generations. This strategy facilitates the initial searching of particles
for a large solution space, while it constrains the final searching of particles in a small
solution space. The inertia weight ω significantly affects the convergence of the particle
swarm algorithm. Its value is typically chosen within the range of 0 to 2. On the other hand,
the parameter c1 decreases as the iteration generations increase, thereby enhancing the
particles’ local search capability. Meanwhile, the parameter c2 increases with the increase
in iteration generations to enhance the particles’ global search capability. The values of
these three parameters, c1, and c2 are typically selected from the interval between 1 and
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2 [31]. To achieve the adaptive adjustment of parameters, their values can be selected using
the following Equation (7). 

ω = − 2×a
b + 2

c1 = − a
b + 2

c2 = a
b + 1

(7)

where a represents the iteration generation and b represents the maximum number
of evolutions.

In the leader population, the parameter c3 is similar to c1. Therefore, c3 can be
expressed as the following Equation (8).

c3 = − a
b
+ 2 (8)

By incorporating adaptive parameters, particles can explore the solution space more
effectively and thoroughly, and reduce the need for manual parameter adjustment so as to
improve the adaptability of AMP-PSO.

3.4. Fitness Definition

The cost function can be converted into a multi-objective optimization problem [32].
AUVs are typically equipped with batteries or other energy sources that have limited power.
Path planning should minimize the energy consumption of the AUV during its missions
without depleting its battery before returning to base or a charging station. Therefore,
energy consumption can be used as a factor in the fitness function [33]. For a single AUV,
the main factors affecting the AUV’s energy consumption are the length of the planned
path, the depth of the AUV dive, and the influence of soft obstacles. Therefore, the fitness
function can be expressed as Equation (9).

Fone = λ1F(L) + λ2F(D) + λ3F(O) (9)

where F(L), F(D), and F(O) represent the path length fitness, depth fitness, and soft
obstacle threat function, respectively. λ1, λ2, and λ3 are weighted coefficients.

Compared with the single AUV evaluation function, the multiple AUVs’ coopera-
tive evaluation function mainly integrates the cooperation of both temporal and spatial
domains [34]. The time cost function of multiple AUVs can be expressed as Equation (10).

F(T = ti) =


0, tmin ≤ ti ≤ tmax
tmin − ti, ti ≤ tmin
ti − tmax, ti ≥ tmax

(10)

where ti represents the actual sailing time taken by Ai to reach the target point.
To calculate the space cost, if the distance is less than the minimum safety distance dmin,

the space cost function of multiple AUVs can be expressed as Equation (11). The number
of collisions is added to one for each point increase in space cost, and when the number
of collisions is greater than or equal to ten, the AUV is damaged and cannot complete
the mission.

F(S) =
{

1 dij < dmin
0 dij ≥ dmin

(11)

where dij = d
(

Ai, Aj
)

represents the distance between Ai and Aj.
Here, the fitness function of multiple AUVs can be expressed as Equation (12).

F = λ1 ∑n
i=1 Fi(L) + λ2 ∑n

i=1 Fi(D) + λ3 ∑n
i=1 Fi(O) + λ4 ∑n

i=1 Fi(T) + λ5 ∑n
i=1 Fi(S) (12)

where n represents the number of AUVs and λi (i ∈ [1, 5]) are the weight values assigned
to each fitness factor.
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4. Numerical Experiments and Simulation Results
4.1. Setting of Computation and Experiment
4.1.1. Computational Environment

To validate the effectiveness of collaborative path planning for multiple AUVs, we used
MATLAB2017B to execute AMP-PSO, MP-PSO, A-PSO, and A-PSO, combining Cuckoo
Search (CS-PSO) and classic PSO for different simulations. The computer specs included
Intel Xeon(R) E-2224G CPU with 3.50 GHz, 32G memory, and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti
as the computational platform.

4.1.2. Setting of Multiple AUVs Environment

We set three scenarios involving collaborative path planning for multiple AUVs. We
considered obstacles of varying quantities and radii, and set different starting and target
points for AUVs to simulate diverse situations. The detailed information regarding the
positions, sizes of obstacles, and the starting and target points of AUVs are given in
Tables 2 and 3. The specific layouts of these experimental scenarios are shown in Figure 6.

Table 2. Parameter settings of obstacle environment.

Obstacle (Abbr.) Center Point Coordinates Radius (km)

hard obstacle #1 (HObs#1) (10, 10, 10) 0.3
hard obstacle #2 (HObs#2) (5, 5, 17) 0.25
hard obstacle #3 (HObs#3) (17, 14, 4) 0.15
hard obstacle #4 (HObs#4) (15, 4, 10) 0.2
hard obstacle #5 (HObs#5) (7, 15, 9) 0.2
soft obstacle #1 (SObs#1) (8, 2, 12) 0.2
soft obstacle #2 (SObs#2) (6, 8, 4) 0.15
soft obstacle #3 (SObs#3) (18, 10, 4) 0.2
soft obstacle #4 (SObs#4) (14, 4, 6) 0.15
soft obstacle #5 (SObs#5) (13, 16, 15) 0.2
soft obstacle #6 (SObs#6) (2, 14, 8) 0.2
soft obstacle #7 (SObs#7) (8, 2, 6) 0.2

Table 3. Parameter settings of multiple AUVs.

AUVs Starting Point Ending Point

AUV#1 (1, 3, 16) (18, 19, 4)
AUV#2 (3, 1, 16) (19, 19, 5)
AUV#3 (1, 1, 17) (18, 18, 3)
AUV#4 (5, 1, 15) (19, 18, 3)
AUV#5 (1, 5, 15) (18, 19, 3)

In scenario No. 1, we introduced HObs#1, SObs#1, and SObs#2. Both starting and
ending positions were set for AUV#1 and AUV#2. In scenario No. 2, we increased HObs#2
and HObs#3, SObs#3 and SObs#4, and AUV#3. In scenario No. 3, we further increased
Hobs#5, SObs#5 to SObs#7, and the new AUV#4 and AUV#5. Through these scenarios,
we investigated how multiple AUVs cope with the challenges of complex obstacle layouts
under different starting and ending points. According to these three distinct simulation
environments, we comprehensively evaluated the performances of the proposed AMP-
PSOs across various scenarios and provided a better understanding of their applicability
and efficiency.
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4.1.3. Setting of AUV Motion Environment

In the AUV motion environment, the navigation space for the AUVs was set to
2 × 2 × 2 (km)3. The speed of each AUV was set from 1 knot to 3 knots. Due to the varying
complexity of the environment, it made sense to set the instruction times to 2100 s, 2300 s,
and 2700 s. To ensure the safety of AUV navigation, a minimum safety distance of 0.05 km
was set. The number of waypoints for each AUV was established at 30 points. In order to
better simulate real underwater operating conditions, the movement of AUVs was subject
to certain restrictions [35]. To keep the safety of AUV on the sailing path, we set the turning
angle θ = [−θi,+θi] and the pitch angle ϕ = [−ϕi,+ϕi] for Ai. Specifically, the turning
angle θ of the AUV was limited to the range of [−35◦, 35◦], and the pitch angle ϕ was
limited to the range of [−20◦, 20◦]. These restrictions ensured that the AUVs movement
would remain within reasonable limits during actual operation. The details are shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. AUV motion parameters.

Parameter Value

v (knot) [1.0, 3.0]
te (s) 2100, 2300, 2700

ds (km) 0.05
dhard (km) 0.05
dso f t (km) 0.05

M 30
θ [−35◦, 35◦]
ϕ [−20◦, 20◦]

4.1.4. Setting of Algorithm Parameters

Cooperative path planning of multiple AUVs requires AUVs to avoid collisions and
avoid obstacles. Therefore, in the cost model, the space cost and the threat cost received
the highest weighting coefficients. Additionally, we wanted the AUV to travel as short a
distance as possible. Therefore, the weighting coefficient for distance cost was higher than
other costs. For this purpose, λi (i ∈ [1, 5]) was set to (0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.3) in this study.

It is generally required to have an appropriate number of particles to ensure that
an algorithm is adequate for global search capabilities. However, this can also result in
increased computational effort. It is important to strike a balance between global search
effectiveness and computational efficiency when selecting the number of particles. Here,
the number of particles was set within the range of tens to hundreds, which is a commonly
chosen range. In this study, we chose 50 particles as the population size. At the same
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time, the number of particles in each population has a positive effect on improving the
search range and finding the globally optimal solution more quickly, but also increases the
running time of the algorithm. In general, a number of particles in the range of 20 to 40
within a population is a common choice, and particularly complex problems may require
more. In this study, we chose 50 particles for the experiments.

In the comparison experiments, we set ω to 0.15 and both c1 and c2 to 1.5. The choice
of these parameters was intended to ensure that the particles would be able to adequately
explore the search space while finding a balance in terms of controlling the consumption
of the algorithm runtime. To ensure that the algorithm would converge and complete
the optimization process within a limited number of iterations, we set the number of
iterations to 200. The detailed algorithm parameters of this study and the comparison
with parameters of the contrast algorithms can be found in Table 5. By carefully selecting
these parameters, our goal was to achieve efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm and
provide accurate and practical solutions to the problem of path planning of multiple AUVs.

Table 5. Parameter settings of different PSO algorithms.

Parameter AMP-PSO ACS-PSO A-PSO MP-PSO PSO

Population number 20 1 1 20 1
Particle number 50 50 50 50 50

ω - - - 0.15 0.15
c1 - - - 1.5 1.5
c2 - - - 1.5 1.5
c3 - - - 1.5 -

Iteration number 200 200 200 200 200

4.2. Experimental Comparison of Simulation Scenarios

In scenario No. 1, the number of obstacles was relatively small, and the environment
was relatively simple. In Figure 7, it can be observed that all five algorithms successfully
found collision-free paths. However, the algorithm proposed in this study demonstrated
significant advantages in the AUV navigation process. It generated the shortest overall
path, enabling the AUV to reach the target point faster and minimizing the associated costs.
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By observing Figure 8a–e, it is evident that the inclusion of the adaptive algorithm
results in smoother paths that better align with the trajectory of the AUV. As can be
seen from Figure 8f, the PSO algorithm and the MP-PSO algorithm quickly converge
to the “optimal solution” and fall into the locally optimal solution, which was also one
of the shortcomings of the original algorithm. In contrast, the A-PSO algorithm, CSA-
PSO algorithm, and the algorithm proposed in this paper explored the space more fully.
Although the convergence rate of the proposed algorithm was slow, it maintained the
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diversity of the particles so as to achieve a more comprehensive space exploration. After
twenty iterations, the convergence speed of the proposed algorithm was accelerated, and a
better convergence value of the objective function was achieved under the same number
of iterations.
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According to the above analysis, it can be concluded that in scenario No. 1, AMP-PSO,
as proposed in this paper, showed excellent performance in terms of AUV path planning.
It generated the shortest path to reach the target point quickly and completed the task
with the lowest cost. In addition, the path generated by the algorithm was smoother and
more consistent with the AUV’s track route. Although the convergence speed was slightly
slower than other algorithms, the proposed algorithm was able to maintain a higher particle
diversity and to achieve more adequate space exploration.

In scenario No. 2, the introduction of additional obstacles increased the complexity of
the environment. In such a challenging setting, Figure 9 reveals that the conventional PSO
algorithm failed to meet the requirements for the cooperative path planning of multiple
AUVs. However, the other four algorithms still successfully found collision-free paths.
Moreover, the computational efficiency of this paper’s algorithm was significantly higher
than those of the other compared algorithms after boosting the complexity of the envi-
ronment. Among these paths, the algorithm proposed in this study continues to exhibit
its advantages.
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However, even in this more complex environment, the AMP-PSO proposed in this
study maintained its superiority. Despite the increased obstacles, it successfully generated
optimal paths for the AUVs, ensuring they would be able to navigate efficiently and
reach their respective destinations without collisions. This underscores the robustness
and adaptability of the proposed algorithm, which enable it to handle complex scenarios
and outperform traditional PSO and other compared algorithms in the cooperative path
planning tasks of multiple AUVs (see Figure 10).
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In scenario No. 3, the environment became extremely complex, as is evident from the
results presented in Figure 11. Neither the particle swarm optimization algorithm nor the
MP-PSO algorithm were able to adapt to the challenging environment, and no way to avoid
collision was found in the 200 generations. This shows their limitations in terms of dealing
with increasing complexity and the numerous obstacles in the environment. However, the
adaptive algorithm, designed to adapt to changing environmental conditions, proved its
resilience by successfully planning high-quality paths despite the extreme complexity. This
highlighted the capability of the adaptive algorithm to adjust its strategies and optimize
path planning in response to the challenging environment.
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Moreover, the AMP-PSO proposed in this study continued to showcase its superiority,
even in scenario No. 3. Despite the heightened complexity and numerous obstacles, it con-
sistently generated excellent paths that allowed the AUVs to navigate effectively and reach
their respective destinations without collisions. This further affirms the effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed algorithm in terms of addressing the complexities of the cooper-
ative path planning of multiple AUVs in highly complex environments (see Figure 12).

4.3. Discussion of Computing Time

Although our algorithm may have slightly longer runtimes in simple environments
compared to other algorithms, it generates significantly higher fitness values. This is
particularly evident in complex environments, where our algorithm not only outperforms
other competing algorithms in terms of fitness, but also in runtime. This suggests that,
although there is a trade-off between runtime and fitness, our algorithm has a clear ad-
vantage in complex application scenarios that require high fitness. The computing times of
our method and comparison methods are shown in Table 6. When considering real-time
applications, it is important to ensure that the processing time falls within a specific range to
facilitate timely decision making. Our method’s computational time fully meets the typical
requirements for the real-time processing of underwater path planning. This efficiency
is primarily due to the obstacle inflation processing and the strategy of treating multiple
AUVs as moving obstacles relative to each other. The aim of obstacle inflation processing
is to create safety buffer zones for AUVs, reducing the risk of collisions. This approach
allows for the fine-tuning of obstacles without affecting the rest of the path planning. Our
collaborative path-planning algorithm treats multiple AUVs as moving obstacles, enabling
effective interaction and obstacle avoidance in dynamic environments.
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the typical requirements for the real-time processing of underwater path planning. This 
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multiple AUVs as moving obstacles relative to each other. The aim of obstacle inflation 
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Figure 12. Comparisons of scenario No. 3. (a) A-PSO; (b) ACS-PSO; (c) AMP-PSO; (d) fitness.

Table 6. Comparison of computing time of AMP-PSO and comparison methods.

Parameter AMP-PSO ACS-PSO A-PSO MP-PSO PSO

Simple scenario No. 1 34.46 s 77.99 s 33.68 s 30.28 s 35.46 s
Complex scenario No. 2 96.19 s 184.39 s 101.04 s 98.51 s 98.37 s

Highly complex scenario No. 3 264.84 s 519.92 s 267.35 s - -

5. Conclusions

To solve the problem of collaborative path planning of multiple AUVs, AMP-PSO
was proposed in this paper. This paper first introduced the rapid development and wide
application of AUVs, and emphasized the importance of multiple AUV systems in over-
coming the energy and load capacity limitations of a single AUV. Then, the challenges
and constraints of collaborative path planning with multiple AUVs were analyzed, and
the existing AUV path planning techniques were reviewed. On this basis, the AMP-PSO
algorithm was proposed, which uses a clustering strategy and adaptive parameter con-
figuration to achieve a balance between global search and convergence speed. Through
simulation evaluation, the performance of the algorithm was verified and compared with
the traditional PSO algorithm. The results show that the proposed AMP-PSO algorithm
can generate feasible and optimal path planning, so that multiple AUVs can effectively
avoid obstacles and meet various constraints. Compared with traditional PSO algorithms,
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AMP-PSO has more advantages in terms of path quality and environment adaptability,
and also achieved significant improvements in both procedure running time and path
adaptation across all three scenarios. In Scenario I, AMP-PSO achieved a maximum im-
provement of approximately 126% in procedure running time and 80% in path adaptation.
In Scenario II, AMP-PSO achieved a maximum improvement of approximately 92% in
procedure running time and 96% in path adaptation. Finally, in Scenario III, AMP-PSO
achieved a maximum improvement of approximately 96% in program running time and
41% in path adaptation. This research is of great significance for promoting the application
of multiple AUVs in the fields of underwater exploration, monitoring, and reconnaissance,
and provides an innovative solution to the collaborative path planning problem of multiple
AUVs, with wide application prospects and practical value. However, there are several
limitations of the current research, and we plan to improve them in future work. First, we
plan to improve environmental modeling and simulations by including more shapes of
obstacles (e.g., pipes) and moving obstacles with dynamic characteristics. Secondly, we
plan to extend experimental comparisons including other classic evolutionary computation
algorithms and deep reinforcement learning methods.
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